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Abstract—Research on vehicular networks has increased for more than a decade, however, the maturity of involved technologies has been recently reached and standards/specifications in the area are being released these days. Although there are a number of protocols and network architecture proposals in the literature, above all in the Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) domain, most of them lack from realistic designs or present solutions far from being interoperable with the Future Internet. Following the ISO/ETSI guidelines in field of (vehicular) cooperative systems, this work addresses this problem by presenting a vehicular network architecture that integrates well-known Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) technologies successfully employed in Internet. More precisely, this work describes how Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) technologies such as Network Mobility (NEMO), Multiple Care-of Address Registration (MCoA), IP Security (IPsec) or Internet Key Exchange (IKE), can be used to provide network access to in-vehicle devices. A noticeable contribution of this work is that it not only offers an architecture/design perspective, but also details a deployment viewpoint of the system and validates its operation under a real performance evaluation carried out in a Spanish highway. The results demonstrate the feasibility of the solution, while the developed testbed can serve as a reference in future vehicular network scenarios.

Index Terms—V2I; vehicular networks; testbeds; IPv6; 802.11p; Intelligent Transportation Systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the near future, computer communications are expected to be the cornerstone in vehicular cooperative systems. Current systems for traffic monitoring, route guidance or entertainment services for vehicles, are planned to be complemented with novel telematic proposals in the short term, due to the vast amount of research in vehicular communications and cooperative systems that has appeared in the last years.

As a result of the great research efforts in cooperative ITS, we are now immersed in the phase of developing previous theoretical or simulated advances and getting preliminary results prior to the real operation of commercial services over real platforms. The European Union has recently financed projects for Field Operational Tests (FOT), such as the recent DRIVE C2X 1 or FOTsis 2. In parallel to these projects, additional efforts have been put on standardizing an interoperable communication architecture in vehicular cooperative systems. First, the ISO TC 204 released the Communications Access for Land Mobiles (CALM) concept, but the later created group ETSI TC ITS improved CALM based on the results of the COMeSafety European project 3.

Current lines of publicly founded projects are implementing communications stacks conforming with the previous standards. Many of these initiatives have shown an interest on IPv6 communications, since numerous ITS services will be based on current Internet standards. However, essential issues such as global addressing or network mobility of nodes (i.e. hosts on vehicles) have not been considered in implementations until recent days. The ITSSv6 project 4, concluded in 2014, worked on this line, proposing an implementation of a communications stack based on current standardized Internet protocols, which has been ported to several FOT initiatives such as FOTsis.

The maturity of 3G/4G and the more recent vehicular WiFi (IEEE 802.11p), together with the penetration issues that imply vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communications, implies that vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communications are expected to be firstly exploited. It is in the V2I segment where novel traffic efficiency, comfort services and relaxed safety applications can be initially tested and deployed. For this reason, this research work is framed in this communication domain and presents a comprehensive vehicular communications stack compliant with the ISO/ETSI standards that integrates a secure mobility solution by means of well-known and standardized Internet technologies such as Network Mobility (NEMO), Multiple Care-of Address Registration (MCoA), IP security (IPsec) or Internet Key Exchange (IKE), which favors its potential adoption by car manufacturers or road operators. Unlike existing works, this proposal not only presents a conceptual design, but also validates the proper operation of the communications stack through a deployment architecture and its application in a real test site in the Spanish A2 highway, in frames of the FOTsis project.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II places this paper in the research context, taking as reference a set of related cites in the literature. Section III reviews the reference ISO/ETSI communication stack and the proposal developed in this work. The general network deployment model is presented in Section IV, which has been replicated in the reference test-site evaluated in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this work with a set of final remarks and presenting our future research lines.
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II. STATE OF THE ART

The integral, realistic and experimental dimensions of the proposal presented in this work are non-frequent aspects in the literature. In the context of FOT projects one could find some articles in the line of supplying frameworks for vehicular integral communication. The authors of [1], for instance, present the testing framework for the DRIVE C2X project that, unfortunately, is not concerned with the use of IP-based communications, which are left out for management and testing purposes. A similar work about the simTD project is presented in [2], but it is specially focused on security and privacy. The work conducted in frames of the ITSSv6 project is based on the usage of IPv6 technologies in vehicular communications. Research results achieved by this project have been published by authors in [3], [4] as well as by some colleagues in [5] where it is reported their experience performing packet delivery ratio tests using the 802.11p technology, which are in line with the results gathered in the work. 

Apart from specific project proposals, the work presented in [6] develops an experimental testbed to validate an on-board solution for providing vehicular communications through a “car gateway”, which is similar to the concept of mobile router. However, this solution is highly coupled with the vehicular platform and does not follow the ISO/ETSI guidelines. The work presented in [7] is nearer to the testbed presented in this paper, although a constrained communications stack is used for an experimental evaluation of a concrete routing and flow management subsystem using IPv6 with 3G and common WiFi. In [8] the Network Mobility (NEMO) protocol is evaluated in a real environment with two WiFi access points, however, the good results obtained in this work (no data looses during handovers) are attributed to the limited testbed where a trolley is used to move the “on-board” equipment. This scenario is far from the real evaluation carried out in this paper in a real highway environment. 

Exclusively evaluating the usage of the 802.11p technology in testbeds, there are works in the literature such as in [9], which an exhaustive evaluation of roadside to vehicle communications is performed especially attending the vehicle speed, or in [10], this time carrying out a great testing campaign in a city. In this last case it analyzed the impact of the physical environment in the expected performance of the network. In our case, a great contribution of the work is using the 802.11p technology in real highways, as opposed to the common use in urban settings. This implies changes in the vehicle speed and issues regarding the installation of the access points along the road to improve the communication range.

III. IPV6-BASED VEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS STACK

This section describes the vehicular communications stack used in this research work, which is an extended version of the ISO/ETSI one.

A. ISO/ETSI Station Reference Architecture

In an effort towards harmonization, the international ITS community agreed on the definition of a common ITS communication architecture suitable for a variety of communication scenarios (vehicle-based, roadside-based and Internet-based) through a diversity of access technologies (802.11p, infra-red, 2G/3G, satellite, …) and for a variety of application types (road safety, traffic efficiency and comfort/infotainment) deployed in various continents or countries ruled by distinct policies. This common communication architecture is known as the ITS station reference architecture and is specified by ISO in [11] and by ETSI in [12]. As depicted in Fig. 1, the ITS station architecture follows an Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) like layered design: access, networking & transport, facilities and applications. Additionally, two cross-layer entities are defined: ITS Station Management Entity (SME) and ITS station Security Entity (SSE).
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There exists different types of ITS stations (ITS-S): personal ITS-S (e.g. smartphones), vehicle ITS-S (e.g. cars), roadside ITS-S (e.g. electric charging station) or central ITS-S (e.g. road operator control center). Each ITS station type implements a subset of the functionalities of the general ITS station reference architecture according to the played role. In the most general case, the functions of an ITS-S are split into a router (ITS-S router) and hosts (ITS-S host). The first one is a node comprised of routing functionalities that is used to connect two networks and forward packets, the ITS-S host is a final node executing specific ITS applications. ITS-S hosts are attached to the ITS-S router via some ITS station internal network.

B. IPv6-Extended Stack Design

The vehicular communication architecture used in this work is based on the previous ISO/ETSI reference stack, which has been extended with IPv6 technologies, as described in [3]. Fig. 2 shows a simplified view of this platform, including three of the previously described ITS-S: vehicle ITS-S, roadside ITS-S and central ITS-S.

In the vehicle the stack functionality is split into the vehicle ITS-S host and vehicle ITS-S router (also known as Mobile Router - MR). The MR includes the needed functionalities to hide networking tasks to in-vehicle hosts, which could connect to the network by means of the MR through WiFi or Ethernet. To maintain external communications with roadside equipment and the control centre, the following communication technologies are integrated: 3G/UMTS, WiMAX, WiFi and 802.11p (ETSI G5-compliant). IPv6 connectivity is supported by the set of elements included within the networking and transport layer of the MR. On one hand, Network Mobility (NEMO) [13] is in charge of maintaining reachability for the whole in-vehicle
IPv6 network. Additionally, to support the multi-homed configuration of the mobile router, the NEMO operation is assisted with Multiple Care-of Addresses Registration (MCoA) [14]. Regarding security, the mobile router is equipped with Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) [15].

The stack on the Vehicle ITS-S Host is in charge of executing final applications that could access remote services. As observed, this stack includes a common networking middleware based on the Transport Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP). The facilities layer, based on the Open Service Gateway Initiative (OSGi), includes CAM (Cooperative Awareness Message) and DENM (Decentralized Environmental Notification Message) messaging modules (apart from other functionalities) to make easier the implementation of applications.

The communications stack instantiated in the roadside ITS-S access router acts as network attachment point for vehicles using short/medium-range communication technologies. Similarly to the MR, the available wireless technologies to communicate with vehicles are WiFi, 802.11p and WiMAX.

Finally, in the upper part of Fig. 2 we can see the communications stacks for both the Central ITS-S Application Server (ITS-S AS) and the Central ITS-S Home Agent (Central ITS-S HA). The former hosts ITS services managed by the central ITS-S, while the latter is necessary for maintaining the connectivity of vehicles upon the change of point of attachment to the road, acting as NEMO Home Agent (HA).

For this reason, the modules included in the network layer are equivalent to the ones included at the same layer in the MR. Since IPv6 security is applied between the MR and the mobility/security server, represented by the HA, equivalent security modules are used in both entities.

IV. DEPLOYMENT ARCHITECTURE

On the basis of the previous stack design for the different entities involved in our V2I scenario, it is now possible to create a deployment architecture using real modules. This is showed in Fig. 3. Initially, it is noticeable the direct mapping among the different entities included in this diagram and the communication nodes described in the previous section. For the sake of clarity, only two roadside ITS-S and one vehicle ITS-S are included. For a reference testbed it is not necessary to replicate the functionality of the central ITS-S Home Agent and Application Server in multiple servers.

Fig. 3 shows the two available communication routes between the vehicle and the central ITS-S: the 802.11p one, using the control channel of the ETSI G5 profile; and the one provided by using the 3G operator's infrastructure. A testing addressing scheme is also showed and, due to the 3G operator used does not provide IPv6 connectivity, an OpenVPN tunnel over IPv4 has been used. A wired connection is used between the roadside ITS-Ss and the central ITS-S, which is supposed
Figure 3. Deployment architecture of the vehicular network

to be installed in the control centre premises of the highway. Here, the central ITS-S Home Agent acts as a border router, interconnecting the roadside network segment with the whole central ITS and the Internet. The wired connection between each roadside ITS-S and the central ITS-S is supposed to be established over the communication infrastructure of the road operator, which is usually a fiber optic channel.

In the test-site later explained the roadside ITS-Ss are installed next to the road, using the available road infrastructure, while the vehicle ITSs are mounted in common vehicles. The 12-volts lighter connection is enough to connect the mobile router, which offers connectivity to in-vehicle hosts through a common WiFi connection based on IEEE 802.11g.

V. TESTBED AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The previous deployment architecture has been used in several test-sites in frames of the FOTsis project. In this section it is describes the real deployment conducted in the Spanish A2 highway (3rd stretch), near Zaragoza.

A. Equipment Used

The equipment used in the test site is detailed in Table I. The same base hardware is used for both the MR and the AR, in which the ITSSv6 software stack has been installed. It integrates the mobility and security services previously described. A stick antenna is mounted in each roadside ITS-S for 802.11p communications, and a roof antenna is used in each vehicle ITS-S, supporting 802.11p/3G/GPS. Both antennas are designed to improve the communication performance in terms of gain and radiation pattern.

B. Test Site Preparation

The roadside ITS-Ss have been installed at KP 139+00 and KP 146+00 of the A2 highway, as showed in Fig. 4, while the central ITS-S equipment is installed in the highway control centre. The HA and AS are wired to the control centre local network, which has external connection with Internet and the roadside ITS-Ss. The two ARs have been installed in roadside cabinets used for electronic devices at the selected points of the road, where power supply and network connection is available. They are connected with an optic fiber to Ethernet switch also available in the cabinet. In order to enable IPv6 communications within the road operator network, a separated virtual local area network (VLAN) was set up with the switch ports used by each AR and the pair of terminating ports in a local switch available in the control centre.

Regarding the vehicle ITS-S, which can be seen in Fig. 5, it is installed in a common vehicle in the tests. The combined 3G/802.11p/GPS antenna is affixed on the vehicle roof, as can be seen in Fig. 6. The tests were also focused to validate...
the capability of the mobile network to route the packets generated by an independent on-board unit provided by the GMV company, which generates packets using the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) over a serial link.

C. Performance Evaluation

The network was tested to check its performance in terms of the throughput and delay. For measuring the network throughput, a constant data rate of 250 Kbps was generated from the central ITS-S HA to the vehicle ITS-S host, connected to the MR. The data rate was fixed to this value due to the 3G limitations checked in the area, which is attributed to a poor network deployment of the telecom operator. It is important to consider that this test-site is quite far from big urban areas, and this could be the reason. The results can be seen in Fig. 7a. The vehicle has been driven at a speed between 80 and 100 Km/h, and the test starts at the control centre, far from both roadside ITS-Ss, and then passes the first roadside ITS-S (marked as “RSU1”) and later the second roadside ITS-S (marked as “RSU2”). Although a low data rate is used, the limitations of the 3G network and the impact of mobility is noticeable in the results. However, in the segments where 802.11p is used the network throughput recovers.

A delay study was performed by using the ping tool in the host to generate ICMP Echo Request messages and receive the correspondent ICMP Echo Replay messages. The round-trip delay time (RTT) results are showed in Fig. 7b. Since the car passes two times the two roadside ITS-Ss, four 802.11p connectivity periods are visible in the RTT results. As can be seen, the delay here is around 10 ms, while the 3G technology could imply RTT values of one second. Attending to the results, it is also noticeable a lack of connectivity just after the pass near the AR. This is due to the time needed for carrying out the handover back to 3G, which is performed when AR advertisements do not arrive through this link for a period of time configured in the NEMO software.

D. Discussion

In the road segments where 802.11p connectivity is available, it can be seen in the results how NEMO works correctly, by changing the data flow to use a proper communication channel. As expected, the throughput is better with 802.11p, covering the requested data rate, although the maximum achievable bandwidth can exceed 5 Mbps, according to our previous research [4]. The delay improvement is even greater than with throughput, as compared with 3G. RTT values bellow 10 ms have been gathered, which is a performance similar to common WiFi networks.

Considering the previous results, services deployed over a network like the one presented cover a wide range of possible traffic efficiency applications, such as route guidance, dynamic speed limit, congestion avoidance and mitigation, or road traffic monitoring. Moreover, in the area of comfort and entertainment, the possibility of accessing directly to the Internet offers many possibilities to our model. Regarding safety, delay-relaxed applications such as notification of road accidents, or incidents in general, could be supported, but others requiring direct low-delay communications among vehicles, such as forward collision avoidance, fall out of the network model analyzed. However, it is important to remark how V2V communications are possible in the network architecture exploited in this work, since all communication nodes in the network are IPv6-addressed.

VI. Conclusion

The work presented in this paper addresses three main objectives: first, describes a network architecture with a proper communications stack based on ISO/ETSI standards and IETF technologies to present an IPv6 access to future telematic
services; second, creates a deployment architecture of the proposal prepared to be installed in real scenarios; and third, sets up and evaluates a reference testbed in a highway.

The results gathered from the experiments validate the correct operation of the network architecture and allow us to assess the performance of the solution. The network has been able to route data packets using alternatively 3G or 802.11p thanks to the NEMO technology. This has been performed in a real highway with vehicles moving at realistic speeds. Nevertheless, we have checked that some parts of our system could be improved through several parallel research lines. The work described in [4] envisages how the IEEE 802.21 specification can improve the handover operation diminishing the network transition time, above all when passing from 802.11p to 3G. Another line is focused on the security aspects in IPv6 vehicular communications, further evaluating the use of IPsec and IKE. A third line is the authentication to access vehicular networks and, especially, the ones provided by road operators. A vehicular authentication framework is being designed and developed solving this issue, based on EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol) and PANA (Protocol for Carrying Authentication for Network Access).
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